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Twelve		
by Wino Sandbar
Phone calls from blocked numbers and letters with no return addresses
reach you at the same time saying the same things along the same lines.
Somewhere in St. Augustine, a former lover is sleeping face-down in water.
In a life full of fragile gods and human interruption there is only one absolute.
Then again, after before and towards ago, as she came, so she comes leafless and singly, shrouded with drying amnion under the solstice sun.
Bargain days for simple perspective have come to a regrettable end.
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Muddled
by Wino Sandbar
It never rained
for months the valley dried
When it finally fell
a hand couldn’t hold it
The river came to life
littered with shoals
Leavenworth blue Steelheads
not sewer trout
spawning season
we sit with mouth open
watch them jerk and jump
bounce up the clay bar
bumping bottom rocks
you can see the blood
we can’t move
can’t take our eyes off them
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What shall we name the baby?
by Kate Schapira
I often think about Russian peasant women 200 years ago.
						
- KC
It’s so quiet in the backyard
I almost can’t hear the sound of the towering wave.
An older couple trails their baby toward
the library door: “Biko, wait. Biko, you can’t run out
in the street. See the cars? You have to wait for us.”
Vertigo under the calm. His open
glance as far as his early eye
can beam. Can bear a name
dead in police custody. He turns,
cocky then checking, bird then airplane.
The future strikes a hell of a note
from the roof-tree. A squall. We shall name her
A Truer Word. We want
our son to live to grow up to die.
Who can blame or become us? We shall name
him One Who Runs Out Ahead. One who says,
“I give myself up to you, hottest day,
radiant absorption, deepest crumbling
fern, deepest sand.” It’ll be years obviously
before he can say anything like that.
Can live to say it. Can be a man
who was not allowed to speak to more
than one person at a time or to speak in public.
I dig to where the baby is. Listen for that
unfinished relic rattle. They gave me
something to deaden the nerve, to make a gold
shell look like a wrapper. My friend’s man says
it’s nice to have a baby in the future, it’s exciting,
as long as it comes with its own lullaby.
A lullaby is an old Cold War name
for cyanide in a glass tube, to be carried
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in the pocket, hand, imminent mouth.
The fan prosecutes its even sound. It’s nice
to have a body even if you didn’t ask for it.
It’s exciting to poise between glass and traffic.
A diatom scaled up and backlit to carry
around in the mouth in case of hope:
we shall name it A Trip To The Field When The Store
Is Empty. The window wells, meantime, filled.
I sopped, I weaned, I wrenched metal
—those things you have to push in at the same time.
It came with the territory. Came with territory.
A hoarse crooning comes from me as from a field.
A curl of weight in my arms. We shall name them
Weed Tree In The Flowerbed, shall lay
our bodies down like chronic conjunctions
for them to cross clinging from the couch arm
to the chair arm. The world wants to suckle. It was
always metal, with animals trying to live
in it. We shall name the twins Returned In
Triumph and Roaring Back, like on
the billboard where a giant baby
hovers over the words “I’m born to build.”
The world wants to put garbage out.
If it’s tired, it wants then rejects. Wants honeysuckle,
wants to mash things together. So quietly here
in the backyard I almost hear the green working.
So baby inside. “I was made,” says the other
billboard, “to fix what others can’t,” to be
the name under the title I Write What I Like.
I often think of the baby, its round shadow
coming between me and the gold-soaked end
of the street, turning its name easily like a doorknob. We
shall name them Perceiver Of The World’s Sounds.
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Eternal Debauchery
by Alessandra Bava
We roam the cobbled streets,
veiled moans rise as floods
from the thick fog above
the shimmering Tiber and
the domes. This night is a
sensual dirk sketching
sanguine shapes under
the streetlights.
In the darkness my flesh
wavers like Proserpina’s
thigh at the hands of Pluto
in the Borghese Gallery.
From the rim of my eyes,
the air surrounding us
is a black mane enveloping
me. I can’t see your face.
I light my match like an
addicted Psyche of the
alleys awakening Love
with hot wax.
Your lips glow like
marble fireflies.
I crave the ecstasy
of your white kiss.
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Egg Sack Suspension Cord
by Juliet Cook & Robert Cole
Gorgeous broken doll brains, stillborn. Powdered up.
The parts of her that could not be tainted by predators
in a red shed at the center of leviathan, her leftovers spread
into the EEG worker’s face. Peaks and troughs and egg sack
egg sack egg sack math will commit her to the blister pearl
asylum. To storage, to registry, her appetite staved by
formaldehyde jars pregnant with brains, cellophane,
the fake promise that juicy cerebellums will save her.
Don’t you understand the inside
of her lips are exploding amygdala?
How many babies can you hack out
and pitch under water, before the rings scream?
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After-Party III
by Yann Rousselot
The sun never comes up
in the smoking room—a random sleeps
through the bass, asphyxia tongue, head lolled
against a black fridge with the voice of a whale.
Two girls in glittering scant drag fingernails
through the tectonic plates of ash at my feet,
iPhone flashlights sweeping like hungry Nazis
for the lost pill that will take them over the rim.
A man walks in with a perfect human face—
an intruder in our contest for the longest day.
People outside are having breakfast and kissing
their kids off to school and us, we’re out of smokes.
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Three Fragments
by Scott Silsbe
“Here’s another great story about pissing,” JD said,
coming back from the Recovery Room’s bathroom,
and, sitting down in front of his whiskey, he told us
some story I forget now. I think that it had something
to do with a girl and a place called the Chess Arena,
though we were all so lost in the sauce, I might be
getting stories confused. I do remember now JD
telling us about his friend’s dream where Ray Carver
steals his woman while he’s taking a piss and when
he finds them together in his bed, all Ray can say is
“I told her about the novel that I’m working on.”
This could be what you’re looking for.
A steady wind on a Saturday afternoon.
A voice that is new but recognizable.
I don’t admit to any losses or regrets.
They can’t help me. But I admit to
not being half-right most of the time.
It’s different imagining things.
Different from reconstructing things.
Both are kinds of dreaming though.
It’s starting up all over once again.
Someone must keep winding the clock,
which makes it start up again like this.
I’m not sure we ever get anywhere
because of it though. Hard to believe.
Like last night. I like it when you said,
“I don’t think you’re an evil person,
I just think you’re an asshole.”
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In Defense of Escapism
by Scott Silsbe
A woman drops a coin on the ground and a pigeon
gobbles it up. The pigeon loses feathers in the cracks
of the sidewalk and fire hydrants sprout from the pavement.
The shoes of old men are reflected in the mirrors
of the dead. And at night, the dead slip the shoes
on their own hands and walk upside down until morning.
There are streetlamps tied into the city’s hair and they flash
out over the darkness like candles flickering inside of bodies.
The skyscrapers are growing restless. They crowd together
by the edge of the river and the lights in their windows
shine on the water’s surface, glinting off the walls of waves.
Someone’s replaced the moon with a graphite ball. Orion shoots
a chisel with his bow and graphite shards break open the sky.
The world is enough for everyone and there is
a flame for each of us in every world other than this.
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Amerikoans .I
by Atticus Davis
Stability: by definition, inflexible.
Inflexibility: by definition, maladaptive.
Maladaption: by definition, extinction.
Extinction: by definition, forever.
Forever: by definition, the apex of stability.
(Forever never ever ends.)
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Sadie
by Joshua Johnston
Most nights I sit in the kitchen with the radio,
listening to the play-by-play announcer
animate the details of some remote expedition.
When he says, “Matthews is out of the raft…
he wanders the riverbank…he reaches for his pack
and…yes, he’s turning to the journal for a brief sketch,”
I send a quick whoop ricocheting off the ceiling.
When he says, “I can’t believe this, folks…it appears
the entire crew has just been cannibalized,”
I bruise my knuckles on the refrigerator. I can’t help
thinking of Sadie’s father, abandoning his broadcasting
career to live out the adventures he’d spent three decades
describing from a distance. In less than a month, news
of his fatal cliff fall in Zanzibar came piping in
from the same speakers that had carried his voice
to our living room every Saturday at six. After the funeral,
Sadie said, “You have to picture it like the end of a horror
film…a hand suddenly bursting from the grave…
only this time it’s giving a peace sign. That is Christ.”
I pictured only the blank slate of the arctic, a small vessel
wedged in the ice, Sadie and I the only survivors.
I knew that she would wait until I was buried in sleep
to put me down easy, that when she dressed and rationed
me, it would be with the same tepid sense of necessity
that one submits to medical testing. I could see her,
after the rescue, mailing my bones back to Canton
in a fruit crate, a sun-bleached postcard taped on
for my mother. I would have married Sadie
if she hadn’t joined the convent.
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Dead Air Is an Impossible Crime
by Patrick Williams
Think about the radio. Think about Unalaska.
Think about all the prisoners hearing one-way
messages meant for other prisoners; the reverse
of that song those two mice sang about the sky.
Our oldest sets fed on the luckiest fragments
of an untrustworthy spectrum of static
you couldn’t pause a warm dial on for long. Apt to
drift, nudged in each untouchable breeze, jostled off
mark whenever some sleepy relay tech’s trip out
for coffee cooled the transmission machinery.
The buttons you recall punching are grubby
teeth in the dash of my father’s old Cheyenne.
They popped toward lonely signals or empty fry,
the odd ugly blast when no one registered anything
but the lack of refrigerant in the A.C. It was still
those cool cans of freon back then. Somehow it was
o.k. for me to sweat out sickness on the passenger’s
floor-mat the whole way back across Mississippi.
On video, the Very Large Array nods and nods out,
its nodes in heavy unison. Twenty-seven antennae
set to listen for masers and black holes, attuned
to supernova remnants. The rare official car
slowly patrols sun-cracked roads among them.
I’m told my cubical reverberates in serial bleats
of that eerie nineties office ring. Every tinny robocall
timeshifts to voicemail and is marked unheard.
Break in for anything is what most cars convey
when left unattended. What’s left of the stereo
is wormed out optic nerve. Limp, with no eye.
Some wires must have crossed themselves
in the violence, otherwise how would the battery
have drained enough to subdue the alarm like that?
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Its whisper is a barely broadcast plea: Get close.
Kneel down. Close your eyes. It’s familiar and
somehow sad: vibrato squeal, inverse squeal,
UK siren, upward sweep, octuple buzzer dash
and rest, repeat repeat repeat repeat.
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Loop Current
by Patrick Williams
Out in the Gulf, something
like a day and a half off
Grand Isle, there’s this rift
that if it were a shift in dirt,
they’d call it a fault. It’s all
we can talk about, the way
bits of old garbage surface
to nuzzle and linger there.
No one can explain it, so
our eyes move to the clouds,
to books about the clouds.
You get to staring at the water,
the sky. There’s nothing else
to see until dark, until the oil
rigs light up, until lightning
shows them backlit, too near.
One looms static to port. Down
below, my father’s got our backs
to it as he clasps my teenage
hand and rivals its stillness.
You gun our old single diesel
into each deepening swell.
It groans all night relent.
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Transplanting
by Sherrie Flick
The narrow path curved to the right through the trees. October and its fancy-leaved branches heaved
color at the skyline. Suzy, our big dog, sauntered along beside us, dragging her leash like a sash for a pageant.
We carried plastic water bottles and had wool scarves wrapped around our necks over long-sleeved shirts.
The park’s paths cork-screwed around themselves up to Parker’s Hill, where we could see all of Boston.
Dogs bounded on the hill like a crazy after-party, a little Yorkie named Daisy holding her own. We
surmised the circling hawk could easily lift her and her cute red harness off to oblivion. But Daisy sniffed
and romped, lifted one of her tiny legs to pee.
We’d recently transplanted Suzy from Nebraska. She’d been on the open Plains one minute and then
in a 2-bedroom apartment the next. You wonder how dogs process these things. But she was a good sport
and looked sophisticated with this new East Coast dog crowd. Popular. Ready to take on the urban howlers
and little lap yippers.
Tim and I had met in Boston and then moved to the middle of the country. We’d both lived in other
cities, had other lives before this one came together. Older now, it was hard to faze us.
We looked across to the city. The leaves red, orange, and yellow in the fancy foreground. The sky
clear blue; the city sparkling. Hard to imagine winter or rain. Only this fall day. Forever.
We hadn’t loved Kansas, but leaving it made some trouble, simply because we’d tried so hard to make
it work. The loneliness, the twang. We wanted to dig in. But when Tim got the new job offer, we jumped,
embracing the idea of reverse pioneering back to the East Coast.
Later that day we drove to the ocean. Piles of mossy seaweed, the rank, salty smell. It said: This is
where you belong. The wind rushing from the water, the waves lapping as a thin line of birds scampered to
and fro.
And we breathed together, side by side, Tim and me. We felt each other taking it in, exhaling it back
out.
But after we left the shore, got in our car, packed in the big dog, toweled her off, wiped her slobber.
In that close space, we couldn’t say a thing. Slumped in our seats, we were terribly suddenly sad, again.
I pulled over. I tapped the steering wheel. Then I patted his knee to make my point. “No surprises,
right? We knew we’d be happy here, again. We knew that.”
Tim stared out the window, rolled down the window so we could hear the gulls and taste the salty air.
“But you,” he said.
I waited for him to finish, but he didn’t. We sat there breathing. Suzy the dog snored softly in the
back. She was old after all and couldn’t go all day like she used to. I realized then that she would die soon and
then we’d really be alone. I waited a bit, and then turned the key, pulled slowly back into the lane that led us
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away and out to interstate and back to the city that was our city and out to dinner with newly found friends
with small talk and candlelight and then to the apartment where the floorboards creaked as we readied for
bed.
Of course we had chatted throughout dinner, but it was the kind of performance one puts on for
others, those on the outside who can’t know what’s going on inside a couple, inside the car, the house. Our
heads.
Our house felt permanently chilled with the newfound fall air settling in and the sun sunk and dark
night prying its fingers into everything. We piled on a couple quilts, climbed in. Suzy splayed by the foot of
the bed; the cat clawed at a door and then played with a squeak toy in the living room and then stopped.
I said, “But?”
Tim rolled my way. The bed heaved a little and then sagged. He touched my shoulder. We’d had the
bed for years. An antique store purchase, the metal frame so beautiful in our house on the Plains, now here
looking like a transplant more than a native species. “But,” he said. “You can never go back.” His voice came
out soft. “It never works.”
Tim said it that night, the day of the walk in the park, the day of the beautiful ocean visit, the perfect
fall day. And I thought he was crazy, but instead he had witnessed the future; he already felt the city binding
us in its grip, getting smaller each day, tightening, shrinking until we couldn’t possibly fit inside it anymore.
Until we ran in tighter and tighter circles and the hawks circled and dove.
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The Mammoth
by Joshua Johnston
We cannot remember a time when our home was not inside the mammoth. Mother, on hands and knees,
scrubbing at the arrhythmic heart, the peppered black testaments to sleep slipped into with cigarette still
burning in hand. Father, slouched and swallowed by a secondhand blazer, locking himself in the cranial vault
until morning and beating out improvised chords, compensating for the chipped grand’s lack of tuning: Snow
piles on the rooftop and the flames lick at the door as we’re swallowed ever-slowly by the mouth beneath the floor.
We are alone inside the throat, rifling through old boxes with hands carved from salted wood. The pictures
are of distant men with blurs attached to their shoulders, of branches too high and thin to climb. The pictures are of furniture washed up on the shore and bodies lying half-buried in snow. We have taken to believing in flight like the slow-traveling salvation of a still-forming deity. When we finally decide upon the order
of the pictures, the frozen bodies will come before the bare branches and waving arms.
We sleep through new arrivals, surging and stretching the long-forgotten entrance wound. We awaken to
men with thawing eyes and briefcases filled with lion’s teeth, to women blushing as they push the canaries
back beneath their tongues. The identical children hover quietly at their feet, the descending layers of a gutted nesting doll whose bloodied center still beats somewhere within the growing crowd. It is a claustrophobic end to counting. We are unable to tell whether we are shrinking or the mammoth is expanding.
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IX
by Scott Hammer
I held her fingers. She said it hurts to hold my whole
, so I gently touched my tips to hers. Where
did my body end and hers begin, this woman who		
me. I said mother. Nothing else, just a
whispered mantra. Mother mother mother because it had not yet been taken away.		
she passes,
which will happen any day now, 		
, any minute, the word will disappear from my lips. It doesn’t
even need a demand, for human biology has its own. It’s		
, the way things form around an idea.
I see her in photos, before she wrinkled, before her face and 		
and legs began to look other. As she
desiccates, as her cells begin to cave, I feel the same process happening to me. My mouth is drying, my eyes
are turning red. On which day will they turn		
? It’s as if I can’t believe those photographs exist any
longer. There we are, a much younger family, unaware of sickness and loss. Now her voice hulks and stutters.
It burrows deeper as she gets closer to		
.
I recall a line from the poem I used to know and can’t help but apply it to her:
		

, 		

against the dying of the light.

Despite the pain, she catches me unaware and squeezes her 		
into my palm. I kiss her on her forehead, which feels neither warm nor cold. This is body temperature: unnoticeable. As if we never mattered in
the first place. We were here, meant not to feel but feeling everything anyway. I know it’s gone, but I bend to
her again, there in the bed, and I whisper the memory of another life.
Mother, I will always

you.
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